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Abstract. Abstract interpretation is a compile-time t chnique which is used to gain information 
about a program that may then be used to optimise the execution of the program. A particular 
use of abstract interpretation is the strictness analysis of functional programs. This provides the 
key to the exploitation of parallelism in the evaluation of programs written in functional languages. 
In a language that has lazy semantics, the main potential for parallelism arises in the evaluation 
of operands of strict operators. A function is strict in an argument if its value is undefined whenever 
the argument is undefined. If we can use strictness analysis to detect which arguments a function 
is strict in, we then know that these arguments can be safely evaluated in parallel because this 
will not affect the lazy semantics. Experimental results suggest hat this leads to significant 
speed-ups. 
Mycroft was the first person to apply abstract interpretation to the strictness analysis of functional 
programs. His framework only applies to first-order functions on flat domains. Many workers 
have proposed practical approaches to strictness analysis of higher-order functions over fiat base 
domains but their work has not been accompanied by extensions to Mycroft's theoretical 
framework. In this paper we give sound mathematical foundations for this work and discuss ome 
of the practical issues involved. The practical approach is proved correct in relation to the 
theoretical framework. 
1. Introduction 
Abstract interpretation is a compile-time technique that may be used to infer 
certain properties of a program that can then be used to optimise the performance 
of the program. The technique has attracted a growing number of researchers ince 
Mycroft showed how the technique could be used for the strictness analysis of 
functional programs [7]. Mycroft gives convincing arguments for why lazy semantics 
should be considered as the 'natural' semantics for functional languages but also 
points out the expensive overheads involved in lazy evaluation on a sequential 
machine. In a parallel machine the problem is compounded by the fact that lazy 
evaluation removes all of the potential parallelism except for the evaluation of 
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operands to strict operators. Mycroft shows that by annotating functions with 
strictness information, it is possible to optimise functional program execution by 
using eager evaluation techniques wherever this can be done without violating the 
lazy semantics. 
We can illustrate the benefits of such an approach by a simple (and somewhat 
contrived [) example. Consider the program 
g(x, y) = if  x = 0 then y else g(x  - 1, y) 
and the call 
g(lO00, expensive) 
If each execution of the else branch takes one time unit, a lazy evaluator would take 
( 1000 + time (expensive)) units 
to evaluate the call. Using Mycroft-style analysis, we are able to infer that both of 
the formal parameters of g are needed and may thus be passed by value. In other 
words, the y parameter can be evaluated in parallel with the unravelling of the 
recursion and the time for the whole computation will be 
maximum(1000, time(expensive)) units 
potentially a significant speed-up! 
Unfortunately, Mycroft's work is only valid for first-order functions over flat 
domains. A fiat domain is just a set, S, with an extra element, ±, representing 
non-termination. We denote the set S u {±} by S±. We define an ordering relation, 
<~, on Sl such that if Sl, s2 ~ S±, then s~ <~ s2 if and only if s~ = ± or s~ = s2. If the 
technique is to be of general use it must be extended to higher-order functions over 
non-flat domains. A number of researchers have developed practical techniques for 
the abstract interpretation f higher-order functions over flat domains. In this paper, 
we provide a sound theoretical basis for this work and discuss ome of the practical 
issues involved in the abstract interpretation of higher-order functions. 
In the next section we give a more detailed treatment of abstract interpretation; 
starting with some everyday examples we move on to a detailed account of Mycroft's 
work on first-order functions. Section 3 develops these ideas in a fairly obvious but 
informal way to examples involving higher-order functions. There is a detailed 
analysis of one particular example (to which we return at the end of Section 5). 
Having given some intuitions about the abstract interpretation of higher-order 
functions, we proceed in Section 4 to a development ofthe mathematical framework. 
We use the typed A-calculus as our programming language and provide a hierarchy 
of abstraction maps with one map for each type. A central notion in abstract 
interpretation is that of safety; we must ensure that our abstract interpretation gives 
us 'true' information about a program. Such a notion is introduced and discussed 
in Section 4. In Section 5 we return to the practical aspects of abstract interpretation; 
we introduce atextual abstraction map, show how it may be viewed as a non-standard 
semantics for the language and prove that it is safely related to the mathematical 
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abstraction maps of Section 4. Finally, we suggest some directions for further work 
in Section 6. 
Throughout his paper we assume familiarity with elementary concepts from 
domain theory [11, 12], denotational semantics [13] and category theory [2]. 
2. An  in t roduct ion  to abst rac t  in terpreta t ion  
We are all familiar in everyday life with the idea that often we do not require the 
exact answer to a question--a distance of order of magnitude of ten kilometres can 
be cycled, whereas a distance of order of magnitude of one hundred kilometres 
may require some automated form of transport. To answer the question "Do I ride 
my bicycle or do I go by train?", one needs only to know an approximation (order 
of magnitude) of the distance. 
In a similar manner, we are taught at school that to tell whether a number is odd 
or even, all we need to do is see if the least significant digit is odd or even--a task 
which requires ignificantly ess computational effort han dividing the whole number 
by two (unless we are dealing with a single digit number!). 
What is the key concept lying behind such things? The idea is that there is some 
property in which we are interested, and about which we can find information 
without having the exact answer or doing the whole calculation. 
Consider the 'rule of signs' as a slightly more complex example. Suppose the 
property of interest is "Is the number positive or negative or zero?". We could 
denote the property of being positive by +,  the property of being negative by - ,  
and zero by O. Then we can ask what the sign of the result of a multiplication of 
two numbers is. The rules are well known: 
+ x + = +, 0 x + = O, 
+x  - , +xO =0,  
- x + =- ,  0 x - = O, 
- -  X - = +,  - X 0 = O,  
OxO =0.  
This can be put on a more formal basis by noting that what we have done is to 
provide an ('abstract' or'non-standard') interpretation f the integers which captures 
what we are interested in--their sign. We have then raised this to give an ('abstract' 
or 'non-standard') interpretation of multiplication. We can define a function called 
abs which gives us this abstract interpretation of the integers: 
abs : Z~s ign  
where sign=(+, - ,  O} by 
+ if n>O, 
abs(n)= 0 i fn=O, 
- i fn<O. 
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This induces the interpretation on '  x '  given above. A serious question ow arises-- 
how can we say that a calculation in the abstract domain: 
X 
abs(nl), abs(n2) ~ abs(nl) x abs(n2) 
correctly models the calculation in the original (or concrete) domain? 
X 
111, /'/2 ""-~ H1X r/2. 
We need a function which relates the abstract values to the concrete values. Clearly, 
many things abstract o give the value +,  so a concretisation function, Conc will 
have type sign--> P(Z), where P(Z) is the powerset of integers. The canonical way 
to define this is 
Conc(+)={nln>O}, Conc(O)={O}, Conc( - )={nln<O} 
(and so Conc(s)= {nlabs(n)= s}). 
However, this is slightly unsatisfactory because the type of the result of Conc is 
not the same as the type of the argument to abs. So we raise abs to sets in a natural 
way, defining Abs : P(Z) --> sign ('big Abs') and adding ? to the set sign to represent 
a set with elements of mixed sign, as follows: 
if for all n ~ N, n > 0, 
if N = {0}, 
if for all n ~ N, n < 0, 
otherwise, 
and extend Conc to ? by adding the equation 
Conc( ?) = Z. 
We can now say what we mean for a calculation in the abstract domain to correctly 
model a calculation in the concrete domain by the following diagram: 
P(Z) x P(Z) 
Abs x Abs 
X 
, P(Z) 
NI 
x [ Conc 
sign x sign ~ sign 
where x is raised to P(Z) x P(Z) pointwise. This says that when we do the calculation 
in the abstract domain, and then concretise the results, we always get a superset of 
the results we would have obt~ned in the concrete domain. Then if the abstract 
resuR is a particular sign, the actual set of results must all have that sign. For 
example, {1, 2} x {3, 4} = {3, 4, 6, 8} in the concrete domain, while going around the 
diagram in the other way we obtain Conc( + x + ) = Conc(+ ) = {n I n > 0}, so we 
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have lost some information (we now have all the positive integers instead of just 
{3, 4, 6, 8}), but for this example we still have only the positive numbers, and we 
were only interested in the sign of the result. 
Mycroft [7] was the first person to apply the ideas of abstract interpretation to 
strictness analysis. If we can evaluate arguments to a function before applying the 
function to them ('eagerly'), then, firstly, we save the space of creating a closure, 
necessary for 'lazy' evaluation, and secondly, there is the possibility of parallel 
evaluation---evaluate ll of the arguments in parallel. However, this gives the wrong 
semantics--we may attempt to compute an undefined argument which is not needed 
by the function. Perhaps we can find out if a function definitely needs its argument, 
for if it does, then it makes no difference when we calculate this argument; if it is 
undefined in some instance, then because the function definitely needs the argument, 
the result of the function application will be undefined. 
What is the property we are interested in? We are interested in whether a function 
is strict in a particular argument, hat is, f :  D" -> D is strict in its ith parameter if
f (a , , . . . ,  ai_,, ±, ai+l , . . . ,  a , )= ± for all ake D, kS  i. Thus we wish to build a 
framework of abstract interpretation sothat we can ask whether a function definitely 
needs its argument or not. 
(Note that Mycroft also considered a second abstract interpretation which cap- 
tured the idea of definite termination. Although this information can be used to 
find safe opportunities for eager evaluation, it does not guarantee that arguments 
evaluated eagerly will actually be used by the function. Therefore we only consider 
strictness analysis in this paper.) 
Consider again the multiplication function. Then for all n e Z, 
±Xn=l ,  nX±--l. 
If we now consider multiplication to work over P(Z) x P(Z), by taking a pointwise 
extension of multiplication, we obtain an interpretation of multiplication for which 
the following equations hold: 
±x±=±, Zxxl=±, 
2_ x Z l  = ±, Z± x Z± = Z±. 
The fact that an argument is ± means that it is definitely undefined, while we can 
interpret an argument being Z± as meaning that we do not know what the value of 
the argument is (it could be any element of Z.),  and so it may (or may not) be 
defined. If we write 0 for {±} and 1 for Z± in the above, where we are using the 
domain 2--{0, 1} with 0~ < 1 which appears in [7], we obtain the following: 
OxO=O, lxO=O, 
Ox l=O,  lx l= l .  
We would obtain the same result for '+ ' ,  as for any other strict function of two 
arguments. If we look at this more carefully, we see that it is just the table for x 
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and y ! Similarly, since the conditional/f(x, y, z) may terminate if and only if x may 
terminate and either y or z may terminate, we see that the abstract interpretation 
of if(x, y, z) is x and (y or z). From now on, we will represent he abstract 
interpretation of e as e #. 
We can extend this to user-defined functions by 'propagating the # inwards' 
(this is formalised in Section 5). For example, 
f (x ,y , z )=x+(yxz) ,  
f~(x ,  y, z) = x and (y x z) # = x and y and z. 
To see i f f  needs its first argument, we put in 0 for x and 1 for y and z (representing 
the idea that we are putting in ± for x and testing to see what the result will be if 
y and z can take on any other values), and see if f(0, 1, 1) = 0; which it clearly does. 
Hence f needs its first argument and indeed it also needs its second and third 
arguments. 
Recursive functions are handled by propagating the # inwards and taking the 
least fixed point. For example, 
f (x,  y) = i f  x = 0 then y else f (x  - 1, y), 
f~(x, y)=(x=O) '~ and (y or f~(x, y))= x and (y or f~(x, y)). 
What should the first approximation tof~ be ? Clearly it should be hx.hy.O. Substitut- 
ing this into the formula we obtain Ax.Ay.x and y as the second approximation. All 
other approximations to f~ will be the same, so f~(x, y) = x and y, and so f needs 
both its arguments. 
Mutual recursion is handled just as easily, the details being left to the reader. 
3. Abstract interpretat ion and higher-order funct ions 
In the last section, abstraction was defined for first-order functions over flat base 
domains; we have not yet considered higher-order functions. The rest of the paper 
extends the notion of abstract interpretation for strictness analysis to higher-order 
functions over fiat base domains. 
Consider the apply function 
apply = AfA-*A.AxA.f(x), 1
where A is a flat domain. Taking the lead from the first-order case, we may wish 
to 'propagate the # inwards, changing all the A's to 2's'. So, we would make our 
I Because we are dealing with the typed A-calculus, we superscript variables with their types. Thus 
in the above case we have that f is a parameter of type A-, A. For clarity we only put type super-scripts 
on the variables where they are bound by the A, understanding that occurrences ot the variables which 
appear in the body of the A-abstraction also have this type. 
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abstract interpretation of the apply function to be 
apply~= Af2-*2.hxE.f(x). 
We can now ask whether apply needs its arguments. We need some concept of '0' 
for the function space 2 ~ 2 to see if apply needs its functional argument. How about 
using Ax2.0? Then 
apply#(Ax2.0, 1) = (hx2.0)l =0 
and so apply needs its functional argument. We must now test to see if it needs its 
second argument. But what does this mean? It will only need it i f  apply'~(g, O) = 0 
for all g in 2-->2. So, we need to try it for each g in {ax2.0, Ax2.x, Ax2.1}. However, 
since apply # is monotonic (in fact, it is also continuous) we need only test it for 
Ax2.1, for if it is zero for this, then it will be zero for all the other possibilities. So 
let us try this: 
apply # (Ax2.1, 0) = (Ax2.1)0 = 1. 
We see that apply does not definitely need its second argument, which is correct, 
for we may sometimes apply it to a strict function and sometimes apply it to a 
non-strict function. But here are the seeds of another idea. Suppose we did not try 
to find out whether apply needed its second argument until it was actually applied 
to a function. Then in the cases where it was applied to a strict function, we could 
pass the second parameter by value, whereas in the cases of a non-strict function, 
we would not be able to do this. 
What if we only ever found out if a function needed its first argument? Then, if 
it did, when it was applied to something, we could label that apply node with "need" 
to indicate that the function definitely needed its argument. When a function is 
applied to an argument, we can then ask whether the result needs its argument (and 
so if the original function needs its second argument) and so on. In this way we 
are able to label every apply node in the entire program, thus finding sources of 
parallelism. We see that we are able to evaluate both arguments to strict functions 
in parallel. For instance, '+ '  is strict in its first argument and '( + e)' is strict in its 
argument and so both apply nodes will be labelled with "need". Thus there are two 
distinct passes to the process, the first works out the abstract interpretation of 
function definitions (allowing us to find out whether they need their first argument) 
and the second annotates apply nodes. 
Further, we can see that we are naturally dealing with curded functions which 
we supply with their arguments one at a time. 
This requires another imaginative step, for certainly the function values will no 
longer be in the base domain, 2, something that is also true of more general 
higher-order functions. Returning to the apply example again, we see that 
apply#(Ay2.0) = •x20 
which is the undefined function in 2 ~ 2, in other words, the bottom element. Clearly 
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this is undefined if it is applied to anything, and so apply will be undefined for all 
values of its 'second' argument if it is passed an undefined 'first' argument. So it 
seems to be a rule that if f is in the domain A--> B (for A and B being domains of 
any height), then if 
then f is undefined if its argument is undefined. This is a result of our notion of 
safety, which is discussed in the next section. 
Let us look at a slightly more complex example, the two equations: 
g = AfA~A.AxA.AyA.x  +f(y) ,  h = AuA.g(AvA.V X U)5 4. 
These two functions have the following graph [14]: 
Then 
g 
/ 
@ 
/ \ 
+ x 
,A f  h 
I 
Ax 
I 
Ay 
I @ 
@ 
\ 
@ 
/ \ 
f y 
@ 
x / 
Au 
I 
@ 
/ \  
5 
\ 
Av 
I 
@ 
g# = Xf2-'2.Ax2.AyZ.x andf(y), 
h # = AuZ.g#(AV2.1) and u)l 1 = AuZ.u. 
Having obtained the abstract interpretation f the two functions, we can annotate 
all the apply nodes in the graphs of the functions. Reducing innermost application 
nodes first, we notice that in the definition of g we have two apply nodes for the 
strict operator '+ '  and both of these can be annotated with "need": 
g ~f  
I 
Ax 
I 
Ay 
I 
"need" @ 
/ \ 
"need" ~ @ 
/ \ / \  
+ x f y 
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Note that we are unable to say anything about the third apply node because the 
annotation will depend on the function f that is supplied as a parameter and may 
be different for different parameters. 
The situation for h is slightly more complicated. The innermost application ode 
has g as the function. So we must see whether g needs its (first) parameter. 
g#(Az2.0) = Ax2.Ay2.x and (Az2.0)(y) 
= Ax2.Ay2.x and 0 
= Ax2.Ay2.0 
which is clearly the bottom element of 2 ~ 2 ~ 2, so we can say that g needs its first 
argument and annotate the graph for h accordingly: 
h ~ Au 
I 
@ 
/ \4  @ 
/ \5  
Av 
I 
@ 
e / \ .  
× 
Proceeding as we did for g, we can annotate the two apply nodes for the 
function 'x ' :  
h 
/ 
Av 
I 
"need" @ 
/ 
"need" @ 
× 
Au 
I 
@ 
\ s  
~U 
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Next we ask i f  g(AoA.I) × U) needs its parameter. We notice that AvA.v x u has a 
free variable that is bound in an outer context; for the purposes of this analysis we 
set this to be the top element of the appropriate abstract domain in the abstract 
interpretation, indicating that it may be defined (that is, we know no information 
about it): 
g#(Al)a.l) X U)#(0)  -- g#(A122.1) and 1)(0) 
= Ay2.0 and  1 
= AYE.0 
which is the bottom of the domain 2 ~ 2 and so the parameter is needed. 
There is one more apply node we have to check, and so we ask if g(AvA.v X u) 
5 needs its argument. 
g#(AvA.v × U)#5 # -- (AfE-'2.AxE.Ay2.x andf(y))(avE.v and 1)1 
-- ( )[X2.A yE.x and y)l  
= ay2.y 
and since (Ay2.y)(0)=0, we see that it does need its parameter and so we can 
produce the final annotated graph for h: 
h • Au 
I 
"need" @ 
~4 
"nee~@~5 
g e\ 
)w 
I 
"need" @ 
/ \ .  
"need" @ 
× 
Note that in an implementation we do not need to find out whether a function 
needs its parameter every time it is applied. We could store this information along 
with the abstract interpretation of the function after finding it out the first time. 
This is especially useful for functions like addition where we know we can always 
annotate both apply nodes for this function with "need". 
4. Abstraction of semantic domains 
In this section we develop the mathematical framework for the abstract interpreta- 
tion of a language with higher-order functions over flat base domains. We do this 
by first defining the domains in which our concrete functions and our abstracted 
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functions exist, and then defining a hierarchy of abstraction and concretisation maps 
between them. A notion of safety is introduced, where we say that calculation in 
the abstract domain, in some sense, correctly models computation in the concrete 
domain, and our abstraction and concretisation maps are shown to satisfy this 
criterion. 
It must be noted that we are working with semantic objects here. For example, 
the textual expressions "+ 5", "'AxA.x + 5" and "AxA.2 × 2 + x + 1" all denote the 
same semantic object (under a normal interpretation)wthe function of one argument 
which adds 5 to any argument. To obtain these semantic objects, we can just take 
a denotational semantics of the program text. 
We are working with the typed A-calculus with a single ground type, A. The 
syntax of type expressions, ranged over by ~,/3 is then given by 
a" :-- Ala-  /3. 
Now let DA be a flat domain containing, amongst other things, the integers and the 
booleans. 2 Then we can recursively define the domains at higher types by D~-.~3 =
Dr--> D~. Then the domain of the typed A-calculus is 
D = +{Dr I a is a type expression} 
where '+ '  is the separated sum functor. Instead of this we could have defined the 
domain D = A + D -> D and then interpreted correctly typed expressions in suitable 
retracts of D. However, we have chosen the first method of forming D because it 
more closely mirrors the way we wish to proceed with the theoretical development. 
In the same manner, we can define BA = 2 and B~_~, = B~, --> B,. We can then say 
B = +{B~ I tz is a type expression} 
where again '+ '  is the separated sum functor. 
The idea is that B is to be our domain of abstract interpretations of elements of 
D. We will not define an abstraction map 
abs 
D ,B  
directly, but will define maps which mirror the structure of the domains, as shown 
in the following diagram: 
D= DA 
I 
abSA 
1 
B=BA + 
+DA- ,A+ DA..~(A->A) ÷ 
I 
absA-,(A-,A) 
D(A_,A)_,A ÷ ' '  • 
abSA-,A abS(A-,A)-~A 
1 
BA-,A + BA-~(A-,a) + B(A-,A)-,A+''" 
2 At the expense of decreased clarity, we could construct D A as a sum of its various components, 
with injection and projection functions o that arguments to operators l ike' + '  and 'if" would be correctly 
typed. We prefer not to worry about such details here. 
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To make notation easier, we will write typed A-expressions in the following form: 
Ax'~.e for Ax°*.e 
Ax~.e for AxS".e 
and we similarly use Axr%e and AxW.e. Also we write Ax2.e rather than Axe.e, with 
obvious extensions to other 'barred types', and we subscript ± by the type rather 
than the domain, thus using ±~ for ±Do and ±~ for ±Be. 
Before we go on and define the abstraction maps, it is useful to have a look at 
the structure of B. It has some extremely important properties. In particular, each 
summand of B is a complete lattice, as indicated below: 
1 
I 
0 
Ax2.Ay2.1 
I 
AxE.Ay2.x or y 
/ \ 
Ax E. 1 AxE.Ay2.x AxE.Ay2.y 
Ax2.x Ax2.A y2.x and y 
I I 
~ ±  AX2.Ay2.0 ...L" " 
This means that the test for strictness of a function 
f :  al-~ a2~" • • ~ a.  -> A 
reduces to testing whether 
(abs~,_.,.= . . . . .  ~._.A(f)) I~T~" •"T~= 0 
(where T~ is the top element of B,~,), for if  this holds then, by monotonicity, we 
have for any arguments ~ ~ B,, 
( abs ~,_,~ . . . . .  a.- .A(f) )-1-~-~2 " " " a--~ = 0 
and so indeed (abs~,_,~ . . . . .  ~,-,A(f))(±~) is the bottom element of B~ . . . . .  ~,-,A. 
Furthermore, all the domains Be are finite, which means we are guaranteed to 
be able to find fixed points and do any other calculations we may be required to 
do in a finite amount of time. 
We shall now develop the basic definitions and facts from domain theory which 
we will be using throughout he rest of the paper. We shall employ some terminology 
from elementary category theory (see [2]), but this is not essential for understanding 
what we do. The proofs of the basic facts cited below are either directly in the 
literature, or obtainable by minor modifications therefrom; see [5, 9]. 
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We shall be working over the category of domains described in [11, 12]. The 
objects of this category are the bounded-complete to-algebraic cpo's, and the morph- 
isms are the continuous functions between domains. The composition of morphisms 
f :  D ~ E, g : E ~, F is written thus: 
gof :DoE 
The identity morphism on D is written ido. Given domains D and E, the domain 
D -~ E is formed by taking all continuous functions from D to E, with the pointwise 
ordering: 
f~< g iff for all x ~ D, f(x) ~ g(x). 
Given a domain D, then P D, the Hoare (lower or partial correctness) power domain 
is formed by taking as elements all non-empty Scott-closed 3 subsets of D, ordered 
by subset inclusion. A subset X_c D is Scott-closed if
(i) If Yc_ X and Y is directed, then [ I  Y~ X. 
(ii) If y<<-xsX, then y~X. 
The least Scott-closed set containing X is written X*. 
Another useful concept is that of left-closure; a set X_c D is left-closed if it 
satisfies (ii) above. The left closure of a set X is written LC(X)={yl there  xists 
x~X,y<~x}. 
Note that for elements of the Hoare power domain, the subset inclusion ordering 
is equivalent to the well-known Egli-Milner ordering: 
X _ Y iff for all x ¢ X, there exists y s Y, x <~ y
and for all y e Y, there exists x e X, x <~ y. 
We shall also apply P to morphisms. If f :  D ~ E, then Pf :  PD ~ PE is defined thus: 
(Pf)(X) = {f(x) I x x}*. 
The main properties of P are: 
(P1) If D is a domain, PD is a domain. 
(P2) If f :  D--> E, Pf:PD->PE is a continuous function. 
(P3) P(fog)=(Pf)o(pg). 
(P4) PidD = idpD. 
This says that P is a functor from the category of domains to itself. A further 
property of P is that is is locally monotonic and continuous. This means that if {f~} 
is a chain of functions in A -* B, then for all i, Pf~ ~< Pf~+l, and P([__]f~) = L_]Pf, 
Why are we using the Hoare power domain construction? Previous work on the 
theory of strictness analysis, e.g. [7, 8], has either used the Plotkin power domain, 
or modifications thereof. However, that work was concerned with two kinds of 
3 This terminology is due to the fact that these are the closed sets with respect o the Scott topology 
(cf. for example [4]). 
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abstract interpretation; strictness analysis .... definitely will not terminatemand also 
information that a computation definitely will terminate. The latter kind of analysis 
requires the Plotkin power domain. However, as already mentioned, we are only 
interested in strictness analysis. The Hoare power domain is well suited to this 
purpose, since for example at a flat domain F, PF  contains the sets {_L} and F, the 
first of which corresponds to definite non-termination, the second to possible 
termination. The Hoare power domain is also pleasant to work with from a technical 
point of view. 
We shall need to use some additional constructions associated with the power 
domain functor. Firstly, for each domain D we have a map 
{ "}o:D'->PD 
defined by 
{d}D=LC({d}).  
This satisfies the following properties: 
(P5) {. }D is continuous. 
(P6) For f:D-->E, P fo{ .}D={'}~of .  
This says that {. } is a natural transformation from I, the identity functor on the 
category of domains, to P. 
Secondly, for each domain D we define 
by 
19o : PPD--> PD 
I=JD(O) = {xl for some X~ O, x~ X}- -NO 
This satisfies 
(P7) I=Jo is continuous. 
(P8) For f : D~ E, Ue o PP f  = P f  o I:Jo. 
This says that El is a natural transformation from 1>2 to P. 
Now (P, {. }, U) forms a monad or triple. We shall not use this fact, but we will 
use the following, additional observation. Suppose D is a domain which is a complete 
lattice. Then the least upper bound operation, viewed as a function 
satisfies 
(1,9) 
(PIO) 
(Pl l )  
~:PD--> D 
[--4 is continuous. 
l---] o { . }o = ido. 
[d o P (U)  = U o uo .  
This says that ~:  PD ~ D is an algebra of the monad (P, {- }, I=1). We will use (Ix)) 
and (P10) in the sequel. 
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Henceforth, we shall omit the subscripts from instances of { • } and t:1 where they 
are clear from the context. The facts we shall be assuming about the constructions 
introduced above are summarised in (P1)-(P11). By using 'function-level reasoning', 
we are able to give simple, algebraic proofs of most results. 
We now turn to the crux of this paper, namely the definitions of the abstraction 
maps. This provides the basis for the entire theory subsequently developed. Recall 
that our task is to define, for each type a, a map 
abs~ :D~,-> B~. 
We proceed by induction over types. At each type a, we will in fact define three maps: 
abs~ :D~--> B~ 
Abs~, : PD~ -> PB~ 
Conc~ :P B~ --> P D,~. 
(pronounced 'little abs'), 
(pronounced 'big abs'), 
We have already motivated the need for the concretisation maps, and the introduction 
of power domains, in Section 2. 
The crucial part of the definition is abs~. Once we have defined abs,,, the other 
definitions follow directly: 
Abs~=Pabs,,, Conc,,(S)=U{TIAbs~(T)<~S}. 
Moreover, the base case for the definition of abs, that is abSA, is straightforwardnit 
is exactly the same as Mycroft's definition of HALT in [7]: 
absA(a)= 1 (a'~ A_A) , absA(IA)=O. 
(Note that we then have 
ConcA({O}) = {&A}, Conca({O, 1})= DA, 
as expected.) 
Thus what remains to be done is the inductive step in the definition of abs, i.e. 
to define abs,~_,o, assuming we have already defined abs~, Abs~ and Conch, and 
absa, Absa and Conch. A diagram "is helpful here: 
Conc  o 
n ~ " 
PB~ 
l 
abso ~ B (f) 
Pf 
B~ 
[ Abs~ 
Pv~ 
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Given f :  D~ ~ D~, we want to define abs~_.~(f). Starting with an argument b in 
B~, a diagram chase using the functions already defined will give us a result in B~, 
provided we can 
(i) embed b in PB~, 
(ii) collapse the set of abstractions ofpossible results in PBa into a single abstract 
value in B0. 
Clearly, we have a ready-made solution to (i) in the form of {-}, whose purpose 
is precisely to embed a domain in its power domain. For (ii), we use the function 
U'PBa-> B~. The intuitive motivation for this is that in performing (ii) we must 
ensure that any possibility of termination i  the actual computation is recorded, in 
order to preserve the safety of our abstract interpretation. This is done by taking 
the least upper bound, as the minimal safe representative. 
We can also justify the choice of I--4 formally, by noting that it gives an algebra 
for the power domain monad, and indeed is the unique function from PB~ to Ba 
which does so. In particular, the identity (P10) will be important in the sequel. 
Thus our definition of abs~_.o is 
by 
abs~-~t3(f) = U o Abst~ o pfo Conc,~ o {. }. 
If we define 
qt : (PB~ ~PB~)~(B~B~)  
~(g)=L logo{ •}, 
then obviously we have 
abs~_~(f) = ~(Abs~ o Pfo Conc~). 
A useful property of ~, which follows from (P6) and (P10), is: 
(P12) qt(pf) =f  
There are many things which we must show about these definitions. We must 
show that Conc,~ is well defined, that is, that the set { T I Abs,~ (T) ~ S} is an element 
of PPD~, so that we can apply ~ to it. We must also prove that all the functions 
defined are continuous. All these things are proved in Lemma 4.2 in an induction 
over the type ~, but we first prove an auxiliary result, namely that P preserves 
onto-ness. 
Lemma 4.1. If f :  D-* E is onto, then Pf :PD-*PE is onto, where P is the Hoare 
power domain functor. 
Proof. Let S ~ PE. Then S is Scott-closed and non-empty. Hence, since f is con- 
tinuous (and thus continuous with respect o the Scott topology), T=f-~(S) is 
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Scott-closed, and non-empty since f is onto, and so is in PD. Now 
Pf(T)  = {f( t)l t ~ T}* 
= S* since f is onto 
=S. [] 
Lemma 4.2. For all types a we have the following: 
(i) abs~ and Abs,, are continuous. 
(ii) There is a continuous function abs:l  : B~ --> D,, which is a right inverse of abs,,, 
i.e. abs,, o abs: 1 = idsa. 
(iii) abso and Abs,, are onto. 
(iv) Abs~ o Conca = idl, B,. 
(v) Conc~ is well defined and continuous. 
Proof. These are trivially true for the base case where a = A except for (ii) where 
we define 
abSAl(O) = -l-A, abs~,l(1) = a for some a ~ A, a # 1A. 
This is clearly continuous and has the required inverse property. Assume (i) to (v) 
are true for types a and fl and we will prove them true for a --> ft. 
(i) abs~_,~ = Af  ~-'~. ~(Abso  o Pro Conc,,) and is continuous because it is the com- 
position of continuous functions by induction (i) and (v). Hence Absa_,~ = Pabs~_,~ 
is continuous by (1:'2). 
(ii) Define abs :~ = Afe-'~.abs~  o f °  abs~. This is certainly continuous because 
it is the composition of continuous functions. Let f~  B~_,~. Then 
abs~_,u(abs:~( f ) )  = abs~_~ o (abs-~ 1of°  abs~ ) 
= ~(Abs~ o P(abs-~ 1of°  abs..) o Conch) 
= ~(P(abs~ oabs-~ 1of°  absa) o Conch) (P3) 
= 1F(p(fo abs~) o Conc,~) by induction (ii) 
= 1F (p f  o Abs,~ o Conc,~) 
= ~'(Pf) by induction (iv) 
=f  (V12) 
and so, by the principle of extensionality, absa_.o  abs:~ = id~.~. 
(iii) For any fe  B~_,~, choose fe  Da_,~ such that f=  abs:~(f) .  
abs~_.~(f) =f  Abs~_~ is then onto by Lemma 4.1. 
Then 
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(iv) Let S e PBe-~a. 
Abse-~a ( C°nc,,-~a ( S) ) = Abse_~ (U { T I Abse-,/3 (T) <~ S}) 
=~eAbse_~({TIAbs,,_~a(T)<~S}) (P8) 
=~ ({Abs,,_~,( T)[Abse_~( T)<~ S})* 
= (U {Abse_~a( T)lAbse-~a( T)<~ S})* 
by a simple adaptation of a result in [9, p. 477] 
= (S)* since Abse.~, is onto 
=S. 
(v) To prove well-definedness, we must show that { TlAbse_,a(T)<~ S} is a non- 
empty Scott-closed subset of PDe-~a. It is non-empty because Abse.~ is onto 
(induction (iv)). Denoting { T I Abse-~a(T) <~ S} by O, to show that O is Scott-closed 
we need to show that 
(a) O is left-closed and 
(b) O is closed under least upper bounds of directed sets. 
The first is true since if Y<<-Xe O, then Abse_,a(Y)<~Abse_~,(X)<~S and so 
Y~ O. The second is true for if Ac_ O is a directed set, then Abse_,~(L.]A)= 
[ l{Abse_~a(X)lX e A} and since Abse_~a(X) <~ S for all X ~ A, L_J{Abse_~(X)IX 
A}~S. 
To prove continuity, we only have to prove monotonicity because Conce_~a works 
on a finite domain and so is continuous if it is monotonic. Let S~, $2~ PB,,_,a, 
$1 <~ $2. Then 
and 
Conc,,_~( S~) = ~{ T[ Abse_~#( T) <~ S~} 
Conce_,#( S2) = I=){ T I Abse_,#( T) <~ $2}. 
Clearly, {TIAbs,~_,,(T)<~SI}c_{TIAbs,~_,~(T)<~S2} since S~<~S2 and so 
Conce_.a(S~) <~ Conce_~a(S2). Thus Conce,a is monotonic and hence continuous. [] 
Having defined our abstraction and concretisation maps, we must define what is 
an appropriate notion of safety. A criterion must be established which says when 
calculations in the abstract domain: 
absa..13 ( f) 
Be ~Bi3 
correctly mirror calculations in the concrete domain: 
f 
De ,D~. 
The following diagram expresses what we will mean by safety. It is essentially a
generalisation of diagrams appearing elsewhere (for example [7, 8]): 
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Pot 
Absa II Conc 
P6 
pf  
, P/3 
nl 
C°ncI3 II AbstJ 
P(absa'lJ(f)) pPfl 
In words this diagram says that if we abstract he argument (set) to the function, 
apply the abstracted function (pointwise) and concr.etise the result, then we will 
obtain more results than if we had applied the function (pointwise) to the argument 
(set). For instance, when doing strictness analysis, this means that if the calculation 
along the first route gives the set with only _t., in it when applied to {.1_~}, then the 
route along the top must also have given {_L~}, and so the function must have been 
strict in its argument. 
That the abstraction and concretisation maps we have defined satisfy the safety 
criterion is Proposition 4.5, and we will proceed by proving a preliminary lemma 
and a proposition. Proposition 4.4 is well worth taking special note of, as it is used 
repeatedly throughout he rest of the paper. It says that abstraction is a semi- 
homomorphism of function application. 
Lemma 4.3. Conch, o Abs,, D_ idpDo. 
Proof. Let S ~ PD~. Conch, (Abs~ (S)) = bJ { T I Abs~ (T)  <~ Abs~ (S)} and Abs,~ (S) <~ 
Abs~ (S), so S ~ { TI Abs~ (T)  <~ Abs~ (S)}, hence the result. [] 
Proposition 4.4. If f ~ D~_.,, then abs~,_.,(f) oabs~ >I abs, of  (or in terms of elements, 
if s E D~, then abs~,_,o(.f)(abs~,(s)) >I abs~(f(s))) .  
Proof. 
abs~.~ ( f )  o abs~ = [=:J o Abs~ o P f  o Conc,~ o {. } o abs~ 
= [::J o Abs,  o P f  o Conc,, o Abs,. o {. } 
>1 U o Abs~ o pfo {. } Lemma 4.3 
= U ° Pabs  o p f  o { .  } 
=[::joP(abso o f )o{ .}  (P3) 
= [=:J o { . } o abs~ o f (P6) 
= abs~ o f [] 
(P6) 
We are now in a position to be able to prove the safety of our abstraction and 
concretisation maps. 
Proposition 4.5. The abstraction and concretisation maps satisfy the safety criterion. 
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That is, 
Proof. 
pf  c_ Conc~ o P(abss-,13(f)) ° Abs,. 
P(abss_,~(f)) oAbs5 = P(abss_~(f)) oPabs5 
= P(abss~.,(f) oabss) (P3) 
>~ P( abs~ of) 
Proposition 4.4 and P is locally monotone 
= eabs# o p f  (P3) 
= Abs~ o Pf. 
Now we can take Conc~ of both sides and write >t as _D to obtain 
Conc~ o P(abss_,~(f)) oAbs5 ~_ Conc~ o Abs~ o P f  
Pf  Lemma 4.3. [] 
The next two lemmata allow us to see what happens when we abstract and 
concretise the least element of various types. 
Lemma 4.6. (i) abss(45) = 4~ and Abss({45})= {4~}. 
(ii) I f  f ~ Ds, f # 45, then abs5(f)# 4~ and Abs5({f})# {4~}. 
Proof. (i) Since abs~ is onto, something maps to 4~, so by monotonicity, 45 does. 
Similarly for Abss. 
(ii) If f~  DA, f~  4A, then absA(f) # 0 = 42, and similarly AbsA({f}) ~ {42}. 
Supposing it is true for /3, we prove it for a-->/3. Abss_~(f )= 
Xx ~ t-qAbsB(Pf(Concs({x}))). Since f# 45~,  there is some a ~ D5 such that f (a )  
4~, and so 
[:=JAbso(Pf ( Concs( { abss( a ) } ) ) ) = HAbs~( P f  ( Concs ( Abss( { a} ) ) ) ) 
>-[-qAbs~(Pf({a})) Lemma 3 
=HAbs~({f(a)})  (P6) 
4~ by inductive hypothesis. 
Hence abss_~(f) ¢ 4~_.~. Again 
Pabss_~. [] 
Abss_~a({f}) ~ {.l_,~_~g} since Abs5-,t3 = 
Lemma 4.7. Conc,~({4~}) = {-Ls}. 
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Proof. 
Conc~( {±a}) =U { T] Abs~( T) <~ {,±~}} 
=~ { T]Abs~( T) = {,±~}} 
= Y {{,±~}} Lemma 4.6 
[] 
The following propositidn shows that abs~_, 8 is completely accurate as regards 
strictness information. Use of this proposition simplifies the ensuing development. 
It was suggested to us by Simon Peyton Jones. 
Proposition 4.8. (abs~_~8(f)),±~ = I~ if and only if f (±~) = ,1, 8. 
Proof. (only if) 
±#= abs~-,8(f)('±~) 
= abs~_,8(f)(abs~(,l,,,)) Lemma4.6 
>i abss(f(,±~,)) Proposition 4.4. 
So abss( f (±. ) )= ,±~ and thus, by Lemma 4.6, f (±~)= ,1, 8. 
(if) 
(abs,~_,~(f))(_l_~) = [---]Abstj (Pf (  Conc~ (1,±,}))) 
=[-]Abs8(Pf({±~})) Lemma 4.7 
, (e6)  
=[--]Abss({±8}) s ince f (±, , )= ,±o 
= I-q{-l-a} Lemma 4.6 
= "±t~ (PIO). [] 
We are now in the position where we can work out what the abstract interpretations 
of the predefined functions are. We use a slightly different form of abs~_, 8, namely 
abs~_, 8= Af~-'8.Axa.~ P(abst~ of)(Conc~({x})) which can be seen to be equivalent 
to the definition by the following derivation: 
abs~_, 8 = af"-'t~.~(Abs8 o P f  o Conch) 
= Af~-,t3. ~ (p( abs8 o f )  o Conc~ )
= Xf~-'8.Xx '~ J--IP( abs8 o f ) (  Conc~ ({ x})). 
Lemma 4.9. Denoting A by A 1 and A-* A" by A "+~, if f ~ A "+1, f ~ _l_a -+, , f strict in 
all its arguments, then absa,+,(f) = Axe. • • Ax~.x~ and.  • • and x,. 
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Proof .  We prove this by induct ion  on n, wi th  the base case be ing  n = 2. 
abSA_,~(f) = Ax2.H P(abSA o f)( ConcA({x})), 
and so 
abSA_,A(f)(0) = ±2 Proposition 4.8, 
abSA_~ A( f ) (  1 ) = I--4 P(abSA o f ) (  COnCA ({ 1 })) 
= I-4 P(abSA o f ) (DA)  
=[-4 {absA(f(a))ta ~ DA}* 
= H {0, 1} since f is strict and not "I'A-,A 
=1.  
Therefore, by extensionality, absA-,A(f) = AX2.X. NOW suppose it is true for all n <~ k, 
and prove it true for n = k + 1. 
abSA~+~(f) = Ax2.H P(absA~ of)(ConcA({x})), 
and so 
abSA~+,(f)(O) =Axe- • . Ax~_l.0 Proposition 4.8, 
abSA~+,(f)( 1 ) = ~ P(abSA~O f ) (  COnCA ({ 1 })) 
= ~ P(abSA~ of)(DA) 
= I-4 {absAk(f(a)) la e DA}* 
= I--4 {Ax~ 2" '"  Ax~_~.O, Xx~ • • • Ax~,_,.x, and . - -  and Xk-,}* (1) 
= Axe"  • • AX2k_ l .X l  and.  • • and Xk_ 1 
and hence absA~+,(f)= Axe . . .  Ax~.xl and. . ,  and xk. The element AXE-.. Ax2k_1.0 
is in the set marked by (1) because f is strict, "±A~ DA, and so  abSAk(f(1A))= 
abSA~(Ax 2 . .  • AxE_I.,±A) (since f is strict) ~ {absA~(f(a)) la ~DA}, and by Lemma 
4.6, abSA~(Ax 2 . . .  Ax2_v±A) =Ax E . . .  Ax2_l.0. The element A~. . .  A~k-l.xl 
and.  • • and Xk-~ is in the set by the induction hypothesis ince f (a )  is strict. [] 
We see this means that functions uch as ' + '  and '  x '  have abstract interpretation 
Ax2.Ay2.x and y which is the same as in [7], except hat we regard the functions as 
being curried. 
For each type a we have the conditional if,, of type if`, : A-~ a ~ a ~ a. In finding 
the abstract interpretation for the conditional, we will make use of the following 
lemma: 
Lemma 4.10. For any continuous f~ D`, -, B~, y ~ B. ,  (Pfo Conc..)({y}) =
{f ( t ) [abs` , ( t )  ~ y}*.  
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Proof. 
(Pfo Conc~ )({y}) = {f( t )[ t e U { TI Abs,~ (T)  <<- {y} } } * 
= {f(t)l t ~ E~ { TIfor aH t' ~ T, abs~(t')<~ y}}* 
since Abs~ (T)  <~ {y} if and only if for all t ~ T, abs,~ ( t) <~ y 
= {f ( t ) l  t eU  {T[fora l l  t' e T, abs~,(t')<~ y}} *
={f(t) labs.~(t)<~y}*. [] 
Lemma 4.11. 
Ax .Ay .Az .x anda[_] {y, z} abSA_~,~.~_~,(if~,)= : e, a 
where and,~ • 2--> B,~ --> B~ is defined by 
0 andae = _t_j, 1 andae = e. 
Proof. 
absA_,~_,~_,~(if,.)= Ax2.UP(abs~_.~_.~ o if~)(ConcA({x})), 
absA~,_,~_~,~(if~,)(O) = -l-a-.a-.a Proposition 4.8, 
abs a~.~_~ _~, ( i f  ~ ) (1) = U P( abs,~_.,~ o if,~ )( Conc A ( {1} )) 
={::] {abs~_~_,~,(ifaa)[a ~ DA}*. 
Now, 
abs~,,,~_.,,( if~,a ) = Ay a.t-~ P(abs,~..,,~ o ( if,~a ))( Conc,~ ( {y} )) 
= Ay~.[=rJ {abs~_~(if,~ a a') labs~(a') << - y}* 
Similarly, 
abs~_.~, ( if a a') = Az a.[=] { abs~ ( if~ a a' a") [ abs~ (a") <~ z}*. 
Thus 
and so absA_~_..._~(if~) = Ax2.Ay~.Aza.x and~l I {y, z}. 
Lemma 4.10. 
absa_.~_~,~_~,~(if~)(1) 
=[--4 {Ay~.l--4 {Az';.~ {abs~(if,~ a a' a")labs~(a")<~ z}*] 
abso,(a') <~ y}*la ~ DA}* 
=[--4 {Ay~.H {Az~.[-~ { abso, (_l.o, ), abs~, ( a'), abs,~ ( a") [ abs,~ ( a") <~ z}*[ 
abs,~(a') <~ y}*la e DA}* 
= H y, z}*}*}* 
= {-4 {Aye.I=] {Aza.U {y, z}}*}* 
= [-4 {Aya.J-t {Aza.U {y, z}}} 
= AY'~.Az a .U {Y, z} by two applications of (P10) 
[] 
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This is the natural extension of the interpretation of the conditional over A ~ A--> 
A--> A, for in this case and~ is just the ordinary and function, and I I  is just the or 
function. For objects, y and z, of higher type, [__J {y, z} is computed pointwise. 
5. Relat ionship between textual  abstraction and semantic abstraction 
In Section 3, we showed how we would like to be able to find the abstract 
interpretation of expressions by just examining the program script, having some 
sort or 'textual' abstraction map. We now put this on a formal footing, by defining 
a textual abstraction map, tabs, and showing how it relates to our semantic abstraction 
maps, and so how we can claim that tabs is a safe abstraction mechanism. 
A problem which was not really addressed in Section 3 was the occurrence of 
'free' variables when doing an abstract interpretation ofan expression. For example, 
in the function AxA.4+ ((AyA.x +y)5), in the subexpression (AyA.x + y), x is 'free'. 
However, by the time that we actually evaluate AyA.x + y, x will be bound in some 
environment. So it seems sensible that tabs should take a syntactic expression and 
an environment and produce an expression in the appropriate abstract domain. 
As we have said, the abstraction maps work on semantic values, so we must give 
a semantics of program texts in the typed A-calculus. First we present an abstract 
syntax for the typed A-calculus: 
Exp = c '~ -constants (such as 4, +, etc.) 
Ix ~ -variables of type t~ 
IAx~.Exp -function in a ->/3 if Exp:/3 
[(Expl Exp2)-function applic/ltion, result of type 13 
if Exp~:a -->/3 and Exp2:a 
~Ctx Exp -fixed point definition, result of type a 
if Exp of type a --> a. 
If we let Env denote the set of type-respecting mappings from variables to elements 
of D (i.e. environments), then define 
by 
sem : Exp ~ Env-~ D 
semi[ c]]tr = K([[c]]) where K: constants ~ D, 
sem[[x]]tr= tT([[x]]), 
sere[[ Axa.e]]o " = Ay~.sem[[ e]] o-[y" / x"], 
sere[[ (el e2) ]]tr = (sere[[ el]]tr) (semi[ ee]] tr), 
sem([[fix e]])or = fix(sere [[ e]]tr), 
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and we define our textual abstraction map as a non-standard semantics, similarly 
letting Env' denote the set of type-respecting mappings from variables to elements 
of B, 
by 
tabs : Exp ~ Env' -* B 
tabs[[c]]p = abs,,(K([[c]])) if c is a constant of type a, 
tabs[[ x'~ ]]p = p([[x'~]]), 
tabs[[ Ax%e]]p = Ax~.tabs[[ e]]p[ x~ / x~], 
tabs[[ (el e2) l ip = ( tabs[[ e~]]p)( tabs[[ e2]]p), 
tabs[[fix e ]]p =fix(tabs[[ el]p). 
Clearly tabs defines a computable function (recall that the abstract domains are 
all finite). How can we state the correctness of this function? What we require is, 
given any expression e: a --> fl, if (tabs[[e]](absocr))(±~) = ±ti then e 'really does 
need its argument' (i.e. (sem[[e]]cr)(±~) = ±a). Before proving the result, the Sound- 
ness Theorem for Strictness Analysis, we need two technical emmata. The first 
states a semi-homomorphic relationship between fixed points and abstraction. This 
is used in the second, which states that if the environments p and or stand in the 
relationship  >i absocr, then the tabs of an expression in the environment p is at 
least as defined as the abstraction of the semantics of the expression in the environ- 
ment or. 
Lemma 5.1. fix( abs,~,~(f) ) >t abso,(fix(f) ).
Proof. Let hi be the approximations to fix(abs~..,~(f)) and f~ be the approximations 
to f ix(f) .  Then ho = _1_~ = abs,~(±,~) = abs~(fo). Assume that hi >~ abs,~(f~). Then 
h, +1 = ( abs,~ ,,~ (f))  (hi) 
>~ (abs~_,~(f) )(abs~,(fi) ) 
>>- abs~(f(f~)) 
=abs,~(fi+l). 
induction hypothesis and monotonicity 
of abs,,_~, ( f)  
Proposition 4.4 
So hi >i abs~,(f~) for all i. Taking the least upper bounds of both sides we obtain 
f ix( ( f )  ) = U hi 
>>- U { abs,~(fi)} 
= abs,,(U {f~}) 
= abs 0ix(f)). 
since abs,~ continuous, {f~} directed 
[] 
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L e m m a  5.2. I f  p >I abs~ o tr and e:a, then tabs [[e]]p >~ abs~( sem[[ e]]tr). 
Proof. We prove this by structural induction: 
- constants: 
tabs[[ e]]p = abs~ (sem[[ e]]tr) definition 
>I abs~ ( sem[[ e]] o'), 
- variables: 
tabs[[x"]]p = p(x ~) 
>tabs~(sem[[x~]]cr) by condition of lemma, 
- application: 
tabs[[ (el e2) ]]p = ( tabs[[ el]]p )( tabs[[ e2]]p )
>>- (abs~_~( sem[[ el]]tr) ( abs~ ( sem[[ e2]]cr)  
induction hypothesis 
>t abs~((sem[[el]]a)(sem[[e2]]tr)) Proposition 4.4 
= abs~(sem[[(ele2)]]~r); 
- A-abstraction: Ax'~.e where (sem[[e]]tr) E D~ 
abs,,_,t~(sem[[ Ax % e]] o') = abs~_,~(Ay".sem[[ e]]tr[y"/x~]) 
= Ay~.t-q P(abs B o (AyLsem[[e]]tr[y~/x~])(Conc~({y})) 
= Ay~.[:J { abs~((Ay Lsem[[ e ]](r[y~ / x~])t)labs~(t) <~ y}* 
Lemma 4.10 
= Ay~.l-q {abs,(sem[[ e]]cr[ t/x~])[ abs~(t) <<. y}*, 
tabs[[ Ax%e]]p = Ax~.tabs[[ e]]p[x ~/x ~]. 
Now, tabs[[Ax".e]]p >I abs~_~o (sem[[Ax%e]]cr) if and only if ( tabs[[Ax%e]]p)(s) >i 
(abs~_.~ (sem[[Ax%e]]tr))(s) for all s ~ B~. So let s ~ B~ and apply the two expressions 
to it: 
(abs,~_,~(sem[[ Ax% e]]tr))(s) = ~ { abs,(sem[[ e]] tr[ t~ x~])labs~(t) <~s}*, 
( tabs[[ Ax".e]]p)(s) = tabs[[e]]p[ s~ x'~]. 
Now suppose that u is such that abs~(u)<<-s. Then p[s/x~]>~ abs~.oo'[u/x~], and 
so we have 
abs~( sem[[ e]] or[ u/ x~]) <~ tabs[[ e]]p[ s/ x"] 
by our induction hypothesis. So each element in the set 
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{ abs,(sem[[ e]]o'[ t~ x~])labs~ (t) <~ s} approximates (tabs[[ Ax%e]]p)(s), Thus 
( tabs[[ Ax%e]]p )( s ) >i ( abs,~_,a( sem[[ Ax%e]]o') ( s ) 
and hence 
tabs[[ AxLe]]p >I abs,,_,,( sem[[ AxLe]]cr); 
- fixed points: 
tabs[Llix e ]]p = fix( tabs[[ e]]p) 
fix( abs~_,~ ( sem[[ e ]]cr ) ) 
induction hypothesis and monotonicity of fix 
abs,,(.fix(sem[[e]]cr)) Lemma 5.1 
= abs~,(sem[[fix e]]~r). [] 
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We have the following corollary which shows that the relationship between p and 
o- is preserved by the non-standard and the standard semantics. 
Corollary 5.3. I f  p >i abs~, o or, then p[( tabs[[e]]p)/x"] >t abs~ o cr[(sem[[e]]or)/x"]. 
Proof. As p and p[(tabs[[e]]p)/x"], and cr and cr[(sem[[e]]~)/x"] differ only in 
the values they give to x ~, this is true if and only if tabs[[e]]p >I abs,,(sem[[e]]~r). 
This is just Lemma 5.2. [] 
We now come to the main result of the paper. 
Theorem 5.4. (Soundness Theorem for Strictness Analysis). I f  f :o t-->~3 and p>~ 
abs o or, then (tabs[[f]]p)(±a)= ±~ implies (sem[[ f ] ]o) (±~)= ±8. 
ProoL Suppose f :  a -->/3. 
( tabs[[f]]p)(&e,) = i6  
implies 
implies 
abs,~_,,(sem[[f]]cr)(ze,)= ±~ Lemma 5.2. [] 
(sem[[f]]cr)(±,~) = ±~ Proposition4.8. [] 
Thus if ( tabs[[ f ] ]p)(44)  = Z~ then we can safely deduce that f  needs its argument. 
Finally, we return to the example given in Section 3: 
g = AfA-"A.AXA.AyA. + xf (y ) ,  
h = )tuA.g(av A. x v u)5 4 
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(where × and + are now written as curried functions in prefix form). 
Letting p be some initial environment, we work out 
tabs[[g]]p 
= Af2-~ 2.tabs[ AxA.Aya. + x f (y )  ]]p[f2-~ 2/fA-, a ] 
= Af2-~2.Ax2.tabs[[ AyA. + xf(y)]]p[f2-'2/fA-'A,X2/X a] 
= Af2-~2.Ax2.Ay2.tabs[[ + xf (y)] ]p ' ,  where p '= p[f2-.2/fA-~a, X2/X a, y2/ya] 
= Af2-, 2.Ax2.Ay2.( tabs[[ + x ]]p')(tabs[[f(y) liP') 
= Af2-~2.Ax2.Ay2.((tabs[[ + ]]p')(tabs[[xA]]p')) 
( ( tabs[[fa-, a]]p ,)( tabs[[y a]]p,) ) 
= Af2-'2.AxZ.Ay2.((AuZ.Av2.u and v)x2)(fz-'2y 2) 
= Afz-'2.Ax2.Ay2.x and f (y) .  
Similarly, we find that tabs[[h]]p[af2-~2.Xx2.ay2.x andf (y}/g]  = Au2.u. Thus after 
the first abstraction pass, the environment, which we will call p for simplicity, will 
contain abstract versions of the functions g and h. We can now start to annotate 
the apply nodes. Considering the definition of g, we have 
tabs[[ + ]]p = Au2.Au2.u and v 
and 
tabs[[ + ]]p 0 = (Au2.Av2.u and v) 0 
= Av2.0 and v 
"2 = Av .0, 
thus '+ '  needs its first argument. Then 
tabs[[ + x]]p = (tabs[[ + ]]p)(tabs[[x]]p) 
= (AuZ.Av2.u and v)p(x)  
= Av2.p(x) and v 
and (Av2.p(x) and v)O=p(x) and 0=0,  thus (+x)  needs its argument. The final 
apply node in the graph of g is (fy), and for this we have 
tabs[[f(y ) ]]p = ( tabs[[f]]p )( tabs[[y ]]p ) 
= p( f ) (p(y) ) .  
We do not know the value o f f  because itmay change from application to application 
of g. The only safe value to use is the top element of the appropriate domain. Thus 
tabs[[f(y) ]]p = (Ax2.1)p(y) 
=1.  
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This tells us that we cannot infer anything about the application f (y) .  
Considering now the apply nodes in h, we proceed in a similar fashion and find 
that g needs its first parameter. 
Turning to the expression 'x  v u' in the A-expression; this is annotated in the 
same way as the two '+ '  application odes of g. We also find that g(Av A. x v u) 
needs its first parameter. The analysis for g(Av A. x v u) 5 proceeds as follows: 
tabs[[g( Av A. x v u)5]]p = ( tabs[[g]]p( tabs[[ Av A. x v u]]p ) 1 
= (Af2-*2.Ax2.Ay2.x and 
f(y))(tabs[[AvA.× vu]]p) 1 
= (Ax2.Ay2.x and ( tabs[ lAy  A. x v u]]p)(y))  1 
= Ay2.(Av2.v and p(u))(y)  
= Ay2.y and p(u). 
Then as we can see that 
(Ay2.y and p(u))O = 0 and p(u) 
-- O, 
we can infer that g(Av A. x v u) 5 needs its parameter. 
6. Conclusions 
We have exhibited amethod for strictness analysis of a typed language incorporat- 
ing higher-order functions over fiat base domains, which has a sound theoretical 
foundation. This is an expression based interpretation, which works on program 
texts, allowing us to decide at each apply node whether an argument is definitely 
needed or not. The pragmatics of implementing the textual abstraction map in a 
compiler are currently being investigated by the authors. Some work on the 
implementation f strictness analysis has been reported in [3]. 
Much of the material is independent of the interpretation of the base domains, 
so it should be fairly easy to extend the framework to handle other abstract 
interpretations. For example, if we were to define strictness analysis for non-fiat 
base domains, then we may be able to extend this to higher order functions by using 
the structure presented in this paper. (The trivial approach of setting the abstract 
interpretation of cons to Ax.Ay.1 is already supported here.) 
Another, highly desirable xtension is to a language allowing polymorphic func- 
tions [6]. This topic is treated in a paper by one of the authors [1]. 
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